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SENIOR YEAR. 

If you’re a junior or senior responsibility, a salary of more 
majoring in sciences like than $33,000 in four years, and 
math, physics or engineering, gilt-edged qualifications for 
the Navy has a program you _ jobs both in the N avy and out. 
should know about. Ask your placement officer 

It’s called the Nuclear to set up an interview with a 
Propulsion Officer Candidate Navy representative when he 
Program (NUPOC for short) visits the campus, or contact 
and if you qualify, you your Navy representative at 
can earn over $800 a month 800-841-8000, or send in the 
right through your senior coupon. The NUPOC Program. 
year. Then after 16 weeks of | Not only can it help you 
Officer Candidate School, complete college. It can be the 
you'll get an additional year start of an exciting career. 
of graduate level technical re 
education. This would cost L NAVY OPPORTUNITY cee 1 
thousands in a civilian school, i PO. BOX 5000, CLIFTON, NJ 07012 ; 
but in the Navy, we pay you. i. I 

It isn’t easy. There | com 
are fewer than 400 openings Lo 
and only one of every six J renter 
applicants will be selected. J Svs" 
But if you make it, you'll i | 
have unequaled hands-on ee | 

GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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ae | For years you've been  . he TI has hometowns to match your 
e. JL, proving to your pro- bes lifestyle. No matter where you call home. 

' fessors just how good ‘ From New England to Texas to California. 
‘ff you are. Now its aire ‘ Texas Instruments is interested in 
< 0 With . hia me : 4A is graduates from the following 

= | challenge. With ue _ nr Bpe ialties: a 
“vs ‘Texas Instruments. F x * Electronies Engineering 

5 sec 4 " ¢ Electrical Engineering 
ete yours where annioyadson Ss , © Mechanical Engineering 

le rule, not the exception. o P © Computer Science (Software/Hardware) 
As a matter of corporate policy, TI has P Industrial Engineering 

built-in budgets for new, innovative ideas. If i © Materials Science 
you have # revolutionary concept that B } * Solid-State Physies 
deserves to be put to the test, the money's | © Engineering Physics 
there. ¢ Engineering Science 

‘That's just part of the TI challenge. © Metallurgy 
2 ‘i re ” =" ; © Metallurpscal Engineeri 

Prove yourself in the world’s “‘hot” vel! as move up. Without changing jobs. + Hetalrsical lngineenng s oe J nemical Engineering technologies. ~< TI’s advanced «© Chanisry 
No technology is hotter, or more fan- | system for lateral ¢ Mathematics 

tastic, tham microelectronics. And no com- Be career mobility lets you # Plastics Engineering 

pany is hotter in it than TI. Nes Se move up faster. * Manufacturing Engineering ‘Technology Example: The TI 59 handheld calculator "ages ae Because the freedom © Geology/Geophysics 
has more than twice the primary memory ne Sai to move sideways is pis 
capacity of the three-ton computers of the ag A GF, the best way to com- © 1950s. 4 pare technologies and | Campus Interviews 

And look at these credentials. TT is: define career goals early on. Fi Grroumer Eric Ffeformatlon Sento 
* The world's leading supplier of The frequently published TI Job Oppor- Group. Fromedleulators and Services, Staveot 

semiconductors. tunity Bulletin lists openings at all TI and watches to home the-art computer 
* The patent holder for facilities and gives TI people first crack fomatens: elee|ronie Sone an eres 

thesinglechip, || at them, a ee 
microcomputer and i TI Finance and ‘TI Materials and 

bei the handheld elec- Prove yourself where it counts. Accounting. For group, Electrical Products 
o ‘tzonic ealoulator: ‘Tl has been acclaimed as one of division, corporate Group. A world leader in 
e ethene America’s best-managed companies be- staff or multinational, engineered materials 2 The designer and sera teseannest Gees pat é TI Digital Systems systems and home 

’ ‘ producer of the most Cause we've stayed young and vital while Group 'Aleaterin appliance and 
' complex MOS chip towing big. ; ; eutine the Gum pute industrial controls 

and the most popular microcomputer. One major reason for our high energy is closer to the problem Geophysical Service 
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memory products. because there isn’t one. So if you get a go Electro-Opties, Radar Group. Semiconductor ry produ : © The world leader in Very Large Scale idea your first week on the job, it gets en Digital Seetorms, components, materisb Thseetian heard. And you get rewarded. Missile and Ordnance and technology 
anleee 2 .. At TI, you get ‘TI Facilities Planning TI Corporate Research, ¢ The primary supplier of airborne radars to chines to Show and Engineering. Development and 
the U.S. defense program, wat vouen wer Responsible for Engineering. Pioneering 

* The leading developer and producer of in», TOR cece, | femme Seis frared and laser systems. > p SOU USOT: testing TI products and future business 
© The world’s foremost geophysical survey ¢ 4 Prove yourself in opportunities. 
company: 4 oy an international One or more of these groups may be interviewing on 

Prove to yourself where you have iP company. your campus. Check with the Placement Office for 
the freedom to grow. ‘TLhas hometowns in 19 countries on six J (MEN TS pees 

Because T1 is like many companies in continents. You'll find manufacturing in George Berryman tnnevatien 
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Editorial 

pemie by Will Kenlaw 

ome ee . “A tool is but the extension of a man’s hand, and a machine is but a 
et | > 4 complex tool. And he that invents a machine augments the power of a 

: , a i man and the well-being of mankind.” 
: eo os E : — Henry Ward Beecher 

kd a Since the time of prehistoric man, innovation has been the life blood 
a | | of society. It has been the sustenance of man; he has depended upon it. 

oe ___ Innovation has carried man from the age of stone to the age of metals, 
: a exe ‘and now to the age of computers. Man has transcended the natural and 

a ue a . achieved the synthetic. New or novel ideas and concepts have enabled 
We | man to make great strides toward true innovation. Students of science, 

eC = é their mentors, and all practitioners, have been at the forefront of this 
oF ee | movement. 

oo ‘ae Se p Engineering students, in particular, are encouraged to be innovative, 
eo : _ future-minded, and questioning. These students study proven concepts 

Ee . -S ij ___ of the past to learn appropriate application of these concepts in the pre- 
Bo nua _ sent and future. They strive to expand these concepts, and thereby 
EF - .. _, shape the future. Ideas ranging from the farfetched to the revolutionary 
i li - are taken from the conceptual stage to fruition. The opportunity to 

- display these new ideas is provided by the university’s engineering ex- 
position—EXPO. 
EXPO acts as a catalyst; it excites the energies contained within a 

diverse student body. It is the medium by which students are urged to 
extrapolate present trends and construct an image of the future. In- 
vestigation into the major concerns of our society is often the result. 

This year’s exposition explores alternative and additional energy 

sources, future forms of transportation, computer technology, and a 
myriad of other areas. 

The articles in this magazine highlight only a few of the exhibits 
presented in this year’s exposition. They provide points of interest along 
the tour route for those who plan to attend the spring event. The 
magazine staff invites everyone to come and take part in another 
successful engineering exposition. 0 
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Industrial foundations for EXPO ‘81 
by Linda Periman 

Industrial involvement in the 

engineering exposition is funda- oe 2 
mental to overall success of the : 7 en . 
event. As a member of the EXPO _ -— 

executive committee, Linda oo. E 
Periman makes special note of this ' _ 
involvement. Linda is chairperson = 
of General Publicity for EXPO a oS “ee. 
and an Industrial Engineering : a on 4 —— 
Junior, a 

ene a «27 

“Foundations for the Future” is Fg 
the theme of this year’s U.W.  » 
Engineering Exposition in 7 
Madison. EXPO ’81, like past ex- 7 
positions, will display creative : _ 

technology developed by students, pons 
industries, and government agen- 
cies that emphasizes plans for the : 
future. : 

Industrial technology plays a / 
role in all of our daily lives. If af- ‘ 
fects all of our actions from the : 
time the alarm sounds in the ] 
morning to the time when we turn 

on the electric blank See one Linda Periman, EXPO General Publicity Chairperson. 

technology presented by industry 
and demanded by a growing, com- at EXPO ’81. Among these are Navy will bring a Nuclear Power 
plex society. Onan, Republic Steel, Honeywell, Static display and present a slide 

The dependency on technology Sperry-Univac, Square-D, and Du- series on their research for alter- 

developed by industry is also felt pont. Exhibit highlights include native energy sources. Exhibits are 
at each engineering exposition. General Motors’ X-car, Hewlett- also being brought by the U.S. 
Without such dedicated participa- Packard’s graphic computer, Army, Department of Energy, and 
tion by industry, the exposition Johnson Controls’ electric car, and the Geological Society. 
would be lacking much of the ex- many more. Endless variety makes The ensured success of EXPO 
citement that it now generates. In- | EXPO ’81 exciting for all ages. ’81 is a result of the efforts of the 
dustries bring in the most recent Governmental agencies also play industries that help and par- 
and revolutionary ideas. They pro- an important role in every exposi- ticipate. They allow open com- 
vide opportunities for Wisconsin tion and are certainly a most im- munication between themselves, 
residents and students to view portant aspect of EXPO ’81. They the students, and the communities 
what is to come and to get in- bring in excellent examples of new of Wisconsin. They are truly a 

volved in the latest advancements. technology that are presently being most important aspect of the ex- 
Many companies are appearing developed for the country. The position! 0 
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ill like Alcoa? Ask th l Will you like Alcoa? Ask the people 
who work there. 

. ; >, “I love where | work. The environ- 

a Lm ment is conducive to my personal 

: 7’. “Alcoais very concerned with safety growth and the job is challenging.” 

| __ and environment. We're proof that Joyce Asahi, Personnel, - _ p 
ee, large companies can be ee Wenatchee, Washington 

»" ~~ people-oriented too.” C | < 
TC “@@ Larry Carlson, R&D, - / 
Oa Massena, New York f i 

fo LPL gy 2 

Ne — _ 

Yt — yy — CUCU 

“I’m encouraged to give input. _ > ~~  « (_ 
And I’ve seen some of my ideas OF [ |) - a 
used, which is very rewarding.” _ ===  . os a 
Carlton Holley, Mechanical Engineering, LC — OE ] 

Davenport, lowa ae a 7 

Le LO wy Lg d 

Lie _ A yO 

OS Oe Ur st—‘“ SS / #72 OFF CC 
_ a. Ff ‘ -  #+37&«i iF 

™ ae “ a ee ig \ oe Ls 4 4 

For career information, write wi ‘ _ 

Aluminum Company of America, 4 ‘ : 
1245 Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, e % Mo 

Pennsylvania 15219. Alcoa is 
an equal opportunity employer.



by Jeff Huckabee XS 

Scientists and CHSUICETSs more plutonium than it uses. Thus 
worldwide, continue to develop the acronym LMFBR — Liquid 

energy sources necessary to meet Metal Fast Breeder Reactor. 
future world demands. Nuclear The big advantage that the 

energy is one of these sources, and breeder has over an LWR is that 

uf remains very controversial. (The the LMFBRs increase the utiliza- 
entire April 1979 issue Was tion of uranium. Less than 1% of 
devoted to this subject.) Jeff . the uranium in nature is U-235. / 
Huckabee, a Nuclear Engineering —_ 1 nar BRs fission the U-235 in the 
graduate student, describes same manner as LWRs. In addi- / 

breeder reactor technology. tion, the LMFBRs transmute the 
a predominant uranium isotope 

This country needs to be energy (U-238) into plutonium (Pu-239) 
self-sufficient. The formula for which also fissions, providing 
energy independence is com- energy. Since the LMFBR initially 
plicated and must include the use contains more U-238 than Pu-239, 
of many technologies. At this more Pu-239 is produced than is 

year’s engineering EXPO, the stu- used. In about ten years a breeder 
dent branch of the American can produce enough plutonium to 
Nuclear Society (ANS) is present- refuel itself plus another reactor from a breeder reactor. There has 
ing a display on a technological of the same size. Thus, breeder been a small breeder reactor 
development for the national reactors can greatly extend the operating in an electric grid in this 
energy equation, the Liquid Metal energy extracted from a ton of country since 1964. Currently, 
Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR). uranium. To put this resource there are prototype breeders 
This exhibit is being furnished by utilization into perspective, for a operating in three countries: 
the Breeder Reactor Corporation. 1000 MWe only about one ton of France, Britain, and the Soviet 

What is a breeder? It is a uranium is required per year com- Union. France has made the 
nuclear reactor which uses the pared with about 150 tons of strongest national commitment to 
heat generated from a nuclear fis- uranium for a like-size LWR and the breeder program with the 
sion process to drive an electrical 3,000,000 tons of coal for a 1000 Phenix breeder, a 1200 MWe plant 
generator, a process similar to the M We coal plant per year. The scheduled to begin operation in 
one used by the current light resource picture is even brighter. 1982. Ground has yet to be 
water reactors (LWR). But that is Approximately 250,000 tons of broken for America’s prototype 
about the only similarity between depleted uranium (residual U-238 breeder, the 360 MWe Clinch 
the LMFBR and LWR. As the from the enrichment processes) are River Breeder Reactor. 
heat transfer medium, the LMFBR currently being stored. Using No panacea to the future energy 
uses a “liquid metal” (Sodium) breeder technology, the energy requirements of the United States 
while water is used in the LWR. contained in that uranium is or the world is available. 
The LMFBR fission reaction in- enough to provide this country Therefore, development of all 
volves a “fast” (high energy) with all of its electric requirements _ viable energy sources must con- 
neutron and a plutonium isotope for over 500 years at the 1975 rate _ tinue. The breeder reactor is one 
(Pu-239), whereas the LWR uses a of electric consumption. such energy source. Everyone is 
thermal (low energy) neutron and Breeder technology is not new. urged to visit the ANS-sponsored 
an uranium isotope (U-235). Final- In fact, the first electricity breeder display at this year’s 
ly, the Breeder Reactor produces generated by a nuclear reactor was EXPO. O. 
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SW ie he Oa 
... Have A Message For You! 

Meta Noe caster CR Cae ppt thee lee eB eM WD CLE Anheuser-Busch come from a 
wide variety of backgrounds and bring all sorts of skills to bear on projects as diverse as bakers’ yeast and corn 
products, family entertainment, can manufacturing, metal recycling, real estate development and rail 
transportation, trucking and baseball. Of course, we’re also the largest brewer in the world and creators of 
Budweiser, Michelob, Michelob Light, Busch, Natural and Wurzburger Hofbrau. 

Right now the people of Anheuser-Busch are looking for more enthusiastic, friendly people to add to our talent 
mix. We’re particularly interested in qualified engineers who havea sense of adventure about work and careers. 

Ww 

CENTRAL ENGINEERING 
B.S.M.E. - M.E.’s will gain experience in such diverse fields as material handling, equipment layout, piping 
system development, steam generation, compressed air systems, ventilation, heating and air conditioning, and 
high-speed bottle and can packaging. B.S.E.E. - E.E.’s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical 
machine design and application, power distribution, sub-station layout as well as industrial and commercial 
lighting, electrical control circuits, and systems control. 

These positions are project oriented and allow you the opportunity to work on a project from conception to 
completion. 

s 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

Our Corporate Industrial Engineering Department presently has openings forIndustrial Engineering wet b oto.) 
at the B.S. and M.S. degree levels. These positions will be project oriented and will include assignments in 
ITU Mee MCB Icyou meni Beas UMmUriime ots mLC MCALEER AZUL aCe mitted 
capital expenditure opportunities and alternatives. 

AN BI 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM 
Opportunities exist in our Corporate Management Training Program for individuals with leadership ability 
and Engineering degrees. Under this one-year program, college graduates are exposed to all aspects of 
Anheuser-Busch Companies functions and management. Time is spent in a “home” department, as well as in 
staff and line organizations to learn through observation and on-the-job practice. At the end of the year-long 
course, trainees are assigned to a management or professional position. 

The Corporate Management Training Program includes classroom instruction in management techniques, but 
elder Moura ese ltl am Ostet make Koes Boce samo oleae UE Comsat soma obeO 
written reports, individual conferences and supervisory performance evaluations. 

Let us tell you more about the people of Anheuser-Busch. Make an appointment to meet us by talking to your 
placement officer, or write to the people of Anheuser-Busch at: 

>) > yy Y y 6 Ua Or eb AW sCa hee 
Corporate Employment 

College Recruiting 
721 Pestalozzie St. Louis, Missouri 63118 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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- J Dr. Doolittle’s concept 
by Dave Burdick 

The interdisciplinary team ap- 

proach is one of the most suc- 
cessful in engineering. Seven 
students from three engineering 
departments proved this point by 
Joining forces and developing a 
new automotive concept. An in- 

terest in automobiles and a desire 

to develop organizational skills ty ue St 
motivated Dave Burdick to join _ gs atte J P| yy ro 
this team. One of two Industrial Dita toot pou. tii bi ne 
Engineering students on the team, Pe oe _ 9 . _ | 

Dave describes the purpose and ee ee ee. ta ee Be 
design of the car. 48 meh eee oe oicceeear | es 

On a regular basis since 1953, . Lg ers aan ¥ l=" S Sige “oy 
the engineering campus sponsors AS eid mee es ted . . 

EXPO, an event where exhibits i | Jie we cc " . . ak raiauisisciecaee  . :.....  ..:t—<“—~—~s*s—sO:sOC—C~O*C—*t:—‘“‘(i‘“ RS : from all fields of engineering are Be et  s,,rt—( is—OS:C:Ci«t«ssSsi‘iOCizsSCOkzCi<C ‘ - 
displayed. EXPO shows the most — 2 Mo - - | 
advanced thinking in all of these a : oe | 
areas. One exhibit combined ideas = Ns .... : : a | 

Industrial Engineering inthe form | ee ee 
of an automobile entitled Pushme- 
Pullyou Hybrid Car. ‘ The Pushme-Pullyou Car. 

This hybrid was made from a 

1953 and 1954 Saab auto, where wheel steering capability was made speeds and also to assist the bat- 
each one was cut in half, and then comparable to that of the front. teries. The batteries are used for 

reconnected at the rear portion of The purpose of the hybrid car is startups and city driving. The car 

the front halves. This produced to reduce the use of petroleum also takes advantage of reduced 
one car with engines and transmis- products needed (gasoline) to pro- electrical rates offered during the 
sions at both ends of the car pel the car. Instead, it can use night. 
(these Saabs contained front wheel coal or nuclear fuel, which are The interdisciplinary team 
drive). The rear engine was then abundant in the form of electrici- members are: Dave Burdick, Tom 

taken out to allow room for the ty. The interaction of the batteries Conway, Hoyt Halverson, Shawn 
two 6hp electric motors. Seats with the gasoline engines, reduces Hover, Jeff Reece, Bob Sotirin, 
were removed to install the control _ the use of gasoline by 50%, and Frank Voughan. Dr. Frank 
system and battery pack. thereby making it less expensive to and Dr. Nadler, engineering pro- 

Due to the fact that the car’s operate the car. Unlike other fessors, were consulted on the 
wheelbase length was extended 4 strictly electrical vehicles, this car, project. Until the exposition the 
feet, yielding a turning radius of because of it’s 40hp gasoline hybrid car can be viewed in 
about 60 feet (which is much engine has both good acceleration building T-24 — after EXPO, 
worse than even the 30 foot turn- and long distance travel range. perhaps the Smithsonian Institute. 
ing radius of a big car), the rear The gas motor is used for high O 
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NCR means: Bw 

VLSI technology 

Communications network architecture 

Data communications 

Migration path engineering 

Virtual systems 

Interactive transaction processing 

Intelligent terminals 

Microelectronics 

and... 

opportunity to be in the forefront of these and other significant on-going 
development areas. 

NCR means everything from microprocessor chips to mainframes. And being part of 
a company that puts as much emphasis on software development as it puts on hardware 

development. It means contributing, not to isolated components, but to total systems— 
integrated, working solutions to specific customer needs. 

In short, NCR means an opportunity to grow. To excel. To help shape the future of an 

organization that in little over 10 years has become the second largest computer company 

in worldwide revenues. 

Find out what we can offer you at NCR locations throughout the U.S. We typically have 
openings in research and development, engineering and manufacturing, sales and 
marketing, operations, finance or human resources 
development. Contact your Placement Office, or write 

to Corporate College Relations, 

NCR Corporation, Dayton, Ohio 45479. NIC|R 

An Equal Opportunity Employer Complete Computer Systems



Space age Tonkas and neon lights 
by Linda Periman 

Hilton Augustine Jr. is a junior Les & : ee 2) 
in electrical engineering. Originally 7” a Lo oe — — a 
from New Orleans, he found his ae — 8 
way up to Wisconsin in the midst - * Fo = oO 
of lots of snow. 7 ws : _—-  ._ 7 Ud 

Hilton’s interest in electronics 2 1D i >. a 
started eleven years ago when he — i e > 
took apart a walkie-talkie to fixa | y : 
broken antenna. Unfortunately he i — (fg a 1 _ 
was unable to fix the antenna, but | = |] Jee aad ' 
the funny-looking “things” he ee Al oe 
found inside the device sparkeda | “A mM 
curiosity in electronics that he has : © ee aC 
explored ever since. : : Se > . : tA 

Hilton has become involved Sa “s —  '* ~ a i) 
with two projects through campus ~ 4a i u % oe wD ow 

professional organizations. Both .* : : pf / 
W.B.E.S.S. (Wisconsin Black — oe Pe / 
Engineering Student Society) and 7 ~ : 
1.E.E.E. (Institute of Electrical Hilton Augustine demonstrates the W.B.E.S.S. project. 

Engineers) participate in EXPO to 
give their members a chance to “electronic eyes”. The computer is sheets of computer paper, they 

learn some of the practical aspects able to sense the presence of finally came up with a working 

of engineering. Hilton’s two pro- materials on the belt, move the design. 
jects utilize the speed and efficien- belt until the material is within the When the project is completed, 
cy of computers to do jobs that reach of the crane, turn and lower the computer will be used to run a 
are basically repetitious in nature. the jaw of the crane to the exact billboard type message with 56 

The first project, done through spot, pick up the material, and characters. The user will be able 
W.B.E.S.S., consists of a model finally take it to the dump truck. to type in the desired message, tell 
construction site. The model This cycle is repeated until no the computer how to display it 
depicts a mining operation in material is detected on the belt. (flash, roll up or down, left to 
which a conveyor belt is used to An audio-video signal alerts the right or vice versa), and watch it 
transport ore from deep within a dump truck driver (the remote- go. After the engineering expo, 
mountain to the surface. A Tonka control Tonka) to take the the computer will be used in the 

crane picks up the ore off a con- material away. The cycle starts I.E.E.E. display window as a 
veyor belt and unloads in into a over when the dump truck reminder to students about 
Tonka dump truck. The object of unloads the material back into the meetings, exam dates, and upcom- 
the project is to use a simple com- mountain. This project truly in- ing events. Future plans may call 
puter to control the repetitive corporates the best of electrical, for a public access panel so that 
loading process. Originally, it was mechanical and civil engineering. an observer can call for only the 
the crane operator’s job to pick up Hilton’s second project, being information he seeks. 
material from the belt and put it done by I.E.E.E., takes advantage Both projects show creativity 
in the dump truck; now it will be of only electrical engineering. and signs of changing times. It is 
the computer’s job. Their first goal was to build a clearly new technology that has as 

So how does a computer “see” “working” computer—no kit, no its purpose helping society throug 
the material or the truck? It uses plans, just hard work. After many the field of engineering. 0 
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~ for ENGINEERS with their — 
heads in the clouds... 

e : Ss steer se x . : 

and their feet on the ground. 
An Air Force engineer must accept flight opportunities fo those qualified. 

a few basic principles. Working on Plus all the respect and prestige 
projects such as the SR-74 is complex, due an officer in the Air Force. There 

stimulating and never routine. A is something distinctly professional 
challenge like the SR-74 calls on the about an Air Force Officer. 
best from the electrical, mechanical, The Air Force offers a variety of 

astronautical, aeronautical and civil challenges for engineering, math, 
engineering disciplines to handle computer or physical science majors. 

some of the toughest avionic prob- Both technical and managerial 

lems. Air Force engineers experience positions are available. To find out 

this in their first year of service. more about the Air Force, call or write: 

An Air Force engineer can 3555th USAF Recruiting Squadron 

expect a lot in return. Assignments 2266 North Prospect Avenue 

on state-of-the-art aircraft, duty loca- Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

tions from Boston to LosAngelesand 414/294-3949 (collect) 

SJA\U UR 

J HOP AGS 
A great way of life.
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Pedal power-engine assist hybrid a t a4 
/ 

by Gary H. Jacobs and a ' 
Paul Fromm : . ; 

Transportation is a category in an inexperienced operator to con- eee 
this year’s EXPO which will trol it. Thus, the concept of rear =. 
receive quite a bit of attention. wheel steering was rejected for the r a a 
Alternative forms of transporta- current vehicle. on Ti | 
tion are being investigated by na- The first vehicle also proved >» ae : 
tional and international teams of that a typical 10-speed gearing og nL s 
scientists. Paul Fromm and Gary system was inadequate for a vehi- Fe a _ | 
Jacobs are members of a seven- cle of this size and weight. Chains  * ie — 
person team at the UW. Pedal and pedals were stressed well past rrr eee 
power is part of the team’s solu- their safe operating limits when een sree — 
tion. the vehicle was pedalled uphill. The Pedal Power-Hybrid Vehicle. 

ee a — — The present vehicle is driven by 

. . . , a unique linear pedalling system the vehicle from sagging. 
At the University of Wisconsin- —_ designed by student Paul Fromm. The vehicle weighs about 400 

Madison, construction is under- Linear pedalling motion is con- pounds, about the same as a mid- 
way on a pedal power-engine verted to rotational motion sized motorcycle. Although this 
assist hybrid vehicle. The vehicle is through a highly efficient ratchet figure may appear heavy for a 
a car being built as a project for mechanism. bicycle, when one considers that a 
the upcoming Engineering Exposi- The gear ratio is altered by small sports car such as the 
tion. It is the result of three years changing the length of a lever arm Triumph Spitfire weighs almost 
of study in this field. attached to the pedals. This can 2000 pounds, the figure is rather 

_ The vehicle is designed to pro- be done while the driver is pedal- light for a car. The light weight 
vide an efficient form of com- ling. The gear ratios are set up so should contribute to the vehicle’s 
muter transportation that is that a driver pedalling at a speed potentially high gas mileage. Ac- 
relatively unaffected by the of 60 strokes/minute will be able tual mileage won’t be known until 
elements. It will be primarily used t9 go 5 mph in low gear and 25 the vehicle can be tested. 
for trips of less than one hour. mph in high gear. At speeds above The entire project is primarily 

An earlier prototype was built 20 mph an engine will be used. funded and advised by Professor 
and displayed at the 1979 . The engine in the vehicle is a 16 Ali Seirig of the Mechanical 
Engineering Exposition, where it h.p. 4-stroke industrial engine Engineering Department. It is 

won first place in the group com- donated by Briggs and Stratton being built by Tom Ebbot— struc- 
petition category. This earlier car Corporation. It has its own elec- tural calculations; Paul 
was also entered in the .. tric starter and lighting coil for Fromm — design, construction; 
S.C.O.R.E. (Student Competition running the vehicle’s electrical Gary Jacobs — business aspects, 
on Relevant Engineering) vehicle system. construction; Karl Kuehn —con- 
competition in Detroit during The vehicle’s body is structurally struction; Joe Malter—construc- 
August of 1979 and received na- based on two foam-filled alumi- tion, design; Steve Neises— 
tional recognition on televised num beams, which run from the machining, drafting; and Greg 
news and in Time magazine. . front to the back of the car, with Schwandt —construction. 

_ Much was learned from this the floor suspended between them. Generous assistance has been pro- 
first prototype. That vehicle had This is logically a monocoque type vided by the staff of the 
three wheels and was steered by of construction, in that there is no Mechanical Engineering Shop. 
the single rear wheel. Although actual frame. The floor and skin The vehicle will be on display at 
the vehicle had an extremely tight give the vehicle most of its lateral the 1981 Engineering Exposition 
turning radius, it was difficult for rigidity, while the two beams keep _on April 10-12. 0. 
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“Will you find a rewarding career 
e e 

in the steel industry? 

Z c ee 5 Pat Metheny 
- _ 4 U. of West Virginia, 1974 

Le 4 _ = | B.S. Industrial Management 
Charles Anderton “ oo - Mine Superintendent, 
Penn State, 1976 _ ; ee Marion Coal Division, 
B.S. Electrical Engineering is _@ ae | W. Va 

, Electrical Engineer, > ft 
oa Sparrows Point Plant, Md a ae Ue 
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“I did-at Bethleh id-at Bethlehem. And so 
e e 99 — Walt Williams, President 

id these engineers. 3:0): .ye Se e Bethlehem Steel Corporation 

may? a” 8 
Clare Van Mare OWE) ae Tia HEE v2 Giscombe 

Duke, 1977 jg? Je a" a if 7 | a Polytechnic Institute 
B.S. Mechanical ' a if oC a of New York, 1976 

Engineering ‘ 4 a r . 4 B.S. Operations Research 
Staff Engineer, & ws A a 3 and Systems Analysis 

Buffalo Tank vo hea 7 «a jo 2 Industrial Analyst. 
Division, NJ. 4 _-» .* : a be r Burns Harbor Plant, Ind 

“When I joined Bethlehem Steel’s management training program back in 1951, | 
wanted challenges and I wanted opportunities. As a civil engineer in a company that was 
growing and modernizing, I was given my share of both. 

“Today the challenges and opportunities at Bethlehem Steel have never been greater. 
Sure the steel industry has problems. But here at Bethlehem we’re hard at work solving 
those problems. We're strong financially. We’re strong in raw materials. We’ re strong 
competitively. We're strong technologically. And we’re strong in people. 

“But we always need more people. Good people. New graduates. Engineers who aren't 
afraid of hard work. Who aren’t afraid to rock the boat. Who want an exciting, rewarding 
career in the profession they’ve chosen. 

“[ invite you to join us and grow with us. Pick up a copy of our Loop Course booklet at 
your Placement Office or ask us for one. See for yourself what we've got to offer you. 
Write: Director—College Relations, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.” 

Mr. Williams joined Bethlehem Steel’s management training program (The Loop Course) 
in 1951 upon graduation from the University of Delaware with a B.S. in Civil Engineering. 

emenem & 
an equal opportunity employer
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The engineering exposition 1981 

So rrrrr=—Cs«éBooaard selected Joe Velk, ECE:3, need for a constructive use of 
ooo S~S sand Jean Oliva, CEE-3, to be their talents after one of their an- 
_ . General Co-Chairmen of the 1981 nual feuds with law students over 
-.. a — Engineering Exposition. After whether or not St. Patrick was an 

| oad _ much searching and screening, Joe _ engineer got out of hand. On the 
ee and Jean selected David occasion in question, a St. 

_ fF ~—_ Weissburg, IE-3, to be Chairman Patrick’s Day parade, engineering 
| .  _ of Business Organization; Kevin students were pelted with rotten 
i wah a Klein, ME-3, Chairman of In- eggs and various other missiles. As 
.. os i . = « _ dustrial Exhibits; Jon Hartfield, a consequence EXPO was born, 

a \ ~*~ ~ME-4, Chairman of High School and the first exposition was 
me ge S—Ss«#P utili Relations; Linda Periman, presented in 1940 at about the 

—-. 7 IE-3, Chairman of General time when a St. Patrick’s Day 
<— = ».. _—~Publicity; Sarah Pope, ME-4, Parade would have been held. The 

: . y~ > Chairman of Student Exhibits; second exposition was held in 
> | and Lita Yutuc, CEE-3, Chairman 1941. World War II brought a 

: : of Personnel and Advance temporary halt to the expositions, 
Publicity. and it was not until 1953 that 

: ; The theme chosen by this com- Polygon instituted the present 

Associate Dean Robert Ratner mittee for EXPO ’81 is “Founda- tradition of expositions. EXPO — 
tions for the Future.” The logo, was presented on a triennial basis 

. _ which some of you may have seen from 1953 to 1965 and biennially 
It is my privilege to make some _ajready on the t-shirts that the from 1965 on; thus, the forthcom- 

comments about the forthcoming EXPO committee is selling and on ing EXPO will be the thirteenth. 
Exposion. AS Tacbhy chairman the sign that was projected on the Some may be interested to know 
EXPO since 1965, I have had the side of ERB for a week, follows that Professor Bollinger was stu- 
pleasure of working with many this theme by indicating that dent chairman of one of the 
EXPO committees and of seeing engineering forms the building earlier expositions. 
the results of their efforts. In-_ blocks for the future. I think that Let me emphasize that EXPO is 
variably after each EXPO I think you will agree that this is an ex- a huge undertaking. To present a 

this is the best EXPO that has ceptionally appropriate theme at good EXPO much is required of 
ever been presented,” for they this time because of the general everyone who is involved. 
have all been outstanding. This need for understanding of Thousands of behind-the-scene 
has to be a tribute to the com- technology by all citizens. I am tasks must be handled smoothly 
petence, dedication, and organiza- certain that the theme “Founda- and at the appointed time; poten- 

tional skills of the EXPO Ex- tions for the Future” will spark tial exhibitors must be contacted; 
ecutive Committees and the hun- many interesting and worthwhile exhibits must be set up; parking 
dreds of engineering students who projects. arrangements must be made; signs 
were involved in the presentation Because some may not know must be prepared and installed; 

xwx— . how EXPO got started, I am go- routes must be laid out and main- 
As you might guess, planning ing to repeat some comments that tained; tickets must be sold; 

for EXPO begins a long time I have made previously. The idea brochures must be printed; 
before EXPO is held. About one- for EXPO was conceived in 1940 refreshment stands manned; etc., 
and-a-half years ago Polygon when engineering students saw a etc., etc. 
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The EXPO Executive Committee. 

Recognizing, then, that there is campus, parents, university ad- and best yet, for the EXPO com- 

much work involved, why are so ministrators, legislators, and other mittee has been outstanding in its 

many engineering students willing state and municipal officials. All preparations. 

to use their valuable time to par- of these people have had their For all who may happen to read 

ticipate actively in EXPO? To perceptions of engineering expand- _ this column, don’t be left out. If 

begin, I believe that engineering ed as a result of seeing the ex- you have not yet become involved 

students in general are service hibits. This is truly an event to in EXPO, do so now; there is still 

oriented, that they have a feeling which the people of Madison look time. There are lots of posters and 

lof concern about the community. forward as evidenced by the many exhibit entry blanks in the 

I believe that they consider EXPO __ inquiries about the dates of EXPO buildings to tell you how to get 

o be a very worthwhile event in that the committee receives daily. started. If you have not prepared 

the life of our college and that And at the end, after EXPO or do not wish to prepare an ex- 

they feel, therefore, that it is im- has been a success, for these hibit, contact one of the commit- 

portant for them to participate. students who put it on, there is a tee chairmen and volunteer to help 

Many students have told us that joy of accomplishment and a spirit on a committee. Exhibits and peo- 

hey chose engineering as a career of camaraderie that alone seems to _ ple power are both needed. Give 

fter visiting EXPO as high school _ have made all of the hard work yourself a treat. Have some fun. 

tudents. This is good, and we all that went into EXPO worthwhile. Pitch in and discover the joy of 

hould be pleased that EXPO had In the college’s administration, we being involved. You will find 

his positive influence upon their are looking forward to a super EXPO to have been an experience 

ives. Also, EXPO is viewed by EXPO this April. We believe that that you will remember the rest of 

housands of other students on the 1981 EXPO will be the biggest your life! O 
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Wind turbine 
Se 

by Steve Lucareli 

Wind power is an attractive alter- For the past three years, the stream of air. To reduce bending 
native energy source. Harnessing Vertical Axis Windturbine Project stressed that result from cen- 
this power efficiently is the major has been a practical outlet for tripetal forces, the blades were 
technical problem. Windmills have much of the classroom theory made in a catenary, a shape 
been used to harness power for studied by Engineering Mechanics similar to the one a rope assumes 
hundreds of years, but their power students Steve Lucareli and Art when stretched between two 
extraction efficiency lies in the Vawter. Working under the super- points. Darrieus’ design took ad- 
40-60% range. A key to maximiz- vision of an Engineering vantage of this shape as a means 
ing this efficiency lies in the design Mechanics professor, Lucareli and of converting bending stresses into 
of windmill blades. Two Engineer- Vawter are nearing the completion tensile stresses, which are better 
ing Mechanics seniors have of a full-scale test stand that they handled by most materials. 
developed a promising design. hope to use to examine the life Lucareli and Vawter have made 

characteristics of a variety of some minor improvements on the 
blades. original Darrieus design and have 

As a variation on the conven- gotten some surprising results in 
tional windmill configuration, ver- the process. A theoretical analysis 
tical axis turbines (VAWTS) of their design shows possible per- 
possess some unique charac- formance approaching the limiting 

t teristics which make them worthy Betts’ coefficient. A German 
{] | of study from an engineering physicist during the 1930’s, Betts Yo fi ts, | point of view. While in conven- calculated mathematically that the i| ail - tional propeller-type windmills the maximum power extractable from i | IN] | blades spin about a horizontal ; a column of air using a turbine- 
L | | i] iL Buves axis, in a VAWT the axis of spin type device was 59% of the total. i 1 is changed to the vertical. Modern prop-type windmills Tee _ J HIE eee Horizontal axis turbine blades ex- theoretically yield 42% maximum. RENE | ren perience severe bending stresses However, Lucareli and Vawter 2008 |) | i ‘ . > : i Lever. t Bh from a variety of sources. The dif- have found their design may be 

zi ‘ ficulty in overcoming the problems capable of 57%. 
| AKL: : associated with these bending Currently the two 

| Al ¥ stresses is a primary reason for undergraduates have plans to sub- 
Gi | ne, studying VAWTS. Because mit a grant proposal to the state "g i ils VAWTS accept wind from any to get funding for a student 

cl I i! \ direction, they also eliminate the staffed testing program. The 
\ AI VAN A tail vane used in horizontal con- Baker Manufacturing Company, Dies. i tN cocearon. figurations. Evansville, Wisconsin, has also ex- 
[ITED cccomen The VAWT idea is not a new pressed an interest in manufactur- ie ry LEADS One; it was the subject of a patent _ ing blades of their design. Accor- 

issued to 1930’s French inventor ding to Lucareli and Vawter, in- 
G.M. Darrieus. Looking much terested persons should keep 
like a single inverted egg beater, watch for information on a possi- 
Darrieus’ invention took advan- ble student-designed blade contest 
tage of lift forces experienced by in the future. 0 A vertical axis windmill an airfoil as it moves through a 
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Taki d of a plant trip 
ce 

by Dale Hershfield 

The graduating engineer is Flying to some far away place, follow when planning for a plant 

sometimes swept off his or her taking in the sights, being enter- trip: know yourself, know about 
feet by on-campus recruiters. This tained in nice restaurants, meeting the company, and have a strategy 
iterally translates into an invita- interesting people — this is no for showing the company your 

ion for a plant visit. Asa part of vacation, you’re interviewing for a strong points. 

a project for an engineering job! Your plant trip should be en- 

ourse, Dale Hershfield researched _joyable yet it is also serious. Both Know Yourself 

he areas of interviewing and plant you and the company are making The job search necessarily 

rips. Articles on these subjects are key decisions as you take your begins with the question, “What 

published with great frequency, first steps into a rewarding career. kind of job do I want?” A can- 

but rarely does one contain the A successful plant trip topped didate owes the recruiter an 
student viewpoint. For this reason, off with a job offer is the com- honest and clear answer to this 
Dale’s article is important and mon goal of most graduating querie. Formulating the response 

imely. He is a graduating senior seniors. Spending time planning is not an easy task. It requires an 

ajoring in Industrial Engineering for the trip can go a long way ample dose of serious thinking. 

bnd has taken several plant trips. toward making the trip run What do I most like to do? What 

smoothly. There are three rules to kind of work have I done that I 

“a ot . 
| — , ore 

) i 3 - aa _ _ eG <a oa 

— = - tee Vv a 
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Success hinges upon knowing one’s self. One never gets a second chance to make a good first impression. 
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Graduating seniors do some important homework. 

enjoyed? (Summer or co-op Report, are contained in Kirby ing about available opportunities, 
engineering exprience is a valuable Stanat’s book, Job Hunting the person decides on a permanen 
aid here). What are my long term Secrets and Tactics. A more com- placement within the company. If 
and short term priorities? prehensive book on career plan- your statement of job interests is 

The question “What do I want ning and self-evaluation is the ex- marked “undecided” such a pro- 
to do?” is a well-worn cliche with cellent What Color Is Your gram may be for you. 
many seniors; their pat response Parachute?, by Richard Bolles. kK the C 
is, “I don’t know.” It must be em- Alternatives do exist, however, now the Company 
phasized that there is no substitute for the senior who cannot decide The crux of a plant trip is the 
for an indepth personal analysis which door of opportunity to exchange of information. You 
and statement of job-related goals. | open. Employers recognize that want to find out about the com- 
Satisfaction is a function of how college seniors have a difficult pany and they want to learn about 
well your job matches what you time deciding on their job intersts you. Knowing abut the company 
really like to do. Without identify- and many companies offer intern- is the second rule for planning for 
ing your goals it is not possible to ship or engineering rotation pro- a plant trip. This topic can be 
find a job that can meet them. grams. In these programs new divided into the areas of general 

I have found the “50 Questions employees are rotated through information about the firm and 
Most Asked by Recruiters” to be three or four different jobs in dif- information about the specific 
very insightful. The questions, ferent functionial areas. After job(s) being offered. 
originally from the 1975 Endicott completing the program and learn- A basic knowledge of the firm 
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; the cornerstone of preparation basis for showing the company that you want to cover during the 

or a plant trip (and the campus your strong points. Four main day visit. This list should include 

nterview!) The company’s issues that a company will ex- significant work experience, per- 

iterature in the Engineering Place- amine and that you should con- sonal strengths, and pertinent 

nent Office (1150 Engr. Bldg.) is sider are: technical ability, people course work. By keeping the agen- 

. good place to start. The firm’s skills, communication ability, and da in front of your mind, you will 

nnual report is also an excellent motivation. Grades can be an in- be sure to discuss your strong 

ource. Most companies devote dicator of technical ability, points during your interviews. 

alf of their report to a descrip- although employers are more in- Enthusiastic presentation of 

ion of what they produce and the _ terested in technical competence your strong points, a clear state- 

narkets that they serve. The sec- coupled with practical knowledge ment of interest in the job, and a 

nd half of the report contains the | and common sense. On the issues solid knowledge of the company 

ulk of financial data. Standard of people skills and internal all lead to a successful plant trip. 

nd Poors business reference is motivation your enthusiastic at- But the trip doesn’t end when you 

nother good source book. It con- _titude and personable manner will _get on the plane to return to 

ains a meaty one-page summary speak well for you. Plain speaking § Madison. It is a courtesy to send a 

f the company’s background, and direct communication will link thank you letter to your host. You 

conomic position and future together the other three areas. can make the letter work for you 

utlook. You can find magazine The concept of showing the by restating your qualifications for 

rticles about companies by using company your strong points goes and interest in the job. Sending 

he Business Reader’s Guide to beyond these issues. If you want the letter can make a difference in 

eriodical Literature. This guide, the job, tell your host that you whether or not you will be offered 

tandard and Poors, and com- do. Give him or her a sales pitch! 4 job. But send the letter prompt- 

any annual reports can be found The product you are selling is ly. Companies often make their 

In the Business School Library yourself, and the company will decision in less than a week. 

825A Bascom Hall). hire you only if it is convinced Relax, enjoy, have fun. But be 

Research has shown that most that the benefits you will bring prepared. Be professional. And 

raduates go with a company outweigh your costs. With a good luck in finding the job that 

ecause of the type of work of- knowledge of the company and a best matches your interests. 0 

ered. You'll want to get detailed firm grip on youir career goals, 

formation about the entry-level you must take the initiative. Tell 
osition(s) being offered. What your host that you want to work WE WANT YOU 
ill your job responsibilities be? for the company and, most 

hat career paths are open to critically, state why you want to iy TA TP? 

‘ou? What sort of beginning work for them. tN AQ 

ssignments will you have? Presentation is the key. One of ci Wo SO 

ikewise, the enthusiasm and at- the most effective ways to get (CS ba = 
itude of the company’s employees —_ your message across is in a ’ 2 =e 

akes a significant statement specially prepared speech. Your 

bout the personality and statement can begin with some ay it 
hilosophy of the company. positive comments about the com- reff OH 

pecifics on fringe benefits and pany and the job. Then discuss 3 

he cost of living and tax rate at some of the reasons you think you Be 4 Ss 
lhe location are also noteworthy. are especially qualified for the 

job. Other reasons why you want On The Staff 

Show Your Strong Points to work for the company can Get Credit 

Professionalism best describes follow. Although you will pro- °Get Experience 

he attitude with which you should _ bably make positive comments to *Get Involved 
pproach a plant trip. Your man- all of the people you speak with, We have openings for the ’81—"82 

er should be enthusiastic and save your special sales pitch for a school year ia writing, layout 

onfident yet personable and manager who will have a signifi- circulation and advertising. ‘ 

ature. A neat, clean and conser- cant say in whether or not you 
ative appearance is recommend- will be hired. Call 262-3494 or 262-2472 or 

d. John T. Malloy‘s Dress for Another profitable strategy for sign up in 460 Mechanical 

‘uccess books can be helpful here. presenting your qualifications is to Engineering 

Your professional attitude is the | prepare a short agenda of topics 
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Challenge... 
In today’s complex techno- balanced with the pres- 
logical society, it takes ervation of our natural 
exceptional planning and environment. The balance 
engineering to build a better is precarious, the challenge 
tomorrow. The Corps of extreme. As a civilian 
Engineers’ dedicated civil- employee with the Corps of 
ian professionals . . . Engineers you will be 
engineers, planners and joining an organization that 
environmentalists, biolog- believes people are our 
ists, economists, landscape most important asset. 
architects ... are working People who respond to a 
on a variety of jobs ina challenge with commit- 
variety of places in the U.S. ment, skill and innovation. 
and overseas to improve You can help us meet 
and protect the quality of life the challenge. Ask us and 
for all citizens. We plan, we'll tell you more about a 
design, construct and career with the Corps 
operate water resource of Engineers. 
projects, build and improve 
our nation’s ports and 
harbors, build hospitals and 
housing projects for the 
Defense Department. The OF EnaeerPs 
development of these proj- a 
ects must be carefully Equal Opportunty Employer 

Corps of Engineers/Department of the Army/Washington, D.C. 20314



HP donates two computers to ECE department 
a 

by Joseph Pairitz 

State of the art equipment and igi i. a eC 

facilities are part of the mainstay — — Te | 

bf the scientific community. This : ee i oe o | 

ommunity includes engineering _ — i a, 
schools and colleges. Industrial ee : .. i 
ontributions and donations con- _) 7 : - .. tee 

inue to support scientific research ee =o. i oo Bae 

und instruction at these institu- ‘i ‘ ' ee a) 

ions. Joseph Pairitz, a freshman Pao a — 4 

in Electrical and Computer Th ae oo A | _ 
ngineering, provides a report on ae ul e _ _ a 

bne such donation at the UW. —_ oe. a . 

The Hewlett-Packard Company “he ~~ > Kia 

as donated two Series 9800 Of i. . — ao 
Bystem 45 desktop computers to xe —_—  . ne . 8 

he Electrical and Computer Oe A oe ao. a eo 

ngineering Department, primarily =. se MELEE . 

or use in undergraduate class ap- « *% oot S23 ee mk 

blications. The two computers, a "sy 4 
alued at $32,000 each, were ac- sty oe > a A 

epted by ECE Department Chair- Oo aE wee Oe _ 
“NE age . eS Sy eee rs 

n m Se eae re ae | 

4 ae oi Jim Langan keys in a program on the HP-9845 desktop computer. 

“ anaeneeene | = f man Professor Birkemeir on has a printing accuracy of 13 

ae aa oe January 23, 1981. Last year HP digits with exponents up to the 

— yf] donated an HP-1000 computing 99th power. Internally, it can 

] 1 os L system to the department. work with exponents up the the 

2 i The HP-9845’s are located on 512th power. The HP-9845 also 

| | | § the third floor of the ECE has six pages of screen memory 
. | | ™ building in the same room as the and the capability for 100 

: | |=  HP-1000. The great advantage of kilobytes of storage through mini- 

: | a = these computers is their portabil- cassettes. Finally, the HP-9845 can 

nena q C 2 ity. They are mounted on carts communicate with the HP-1000, 

| | |. that can be wheeled into a thereby adding to the versatility of 

a Lt . oT classroom for a class demonstra- this computer. 

Co —), ____ tion. Capable of full graphics, the The donation of these com- 

i NG HP-9845 has 200 kilobytes of puters by HP came at a time when 

~~ = storage, 128 kilobytes of physical computers of this type were badly 

ae La "memory, which is the same capaci- needed. They will be put to good 

ty as the HP-1000, and a single use and will be greatly ap- 

The HP-1000 computing system. side, single density disk drive. It preciated. 0 
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SETS THE STANDARDS. 
The ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of Emerson's ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVI- 
Emerson Electric. Broad-based in product line. SION is located in St. Louis, Missouri. Historic, 
International in scope and influence. An innova- Cosmopolitan. St. Louis is a city that boasts Pp ‘ tor...setting the standards that others will many recreational and entertainment opportuni- 
follow for years to come. Emerson lists Flexible ties as well as a superior standard of living. 
Armament Systems, Tactical Rockets, Airborne 
Ground Sensors, Radar and much more among The ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of 
its accomplishments. Emerson leads the industry in quality and inno- 

vation. We offer top salaries and comprehensive 
benefits, as well as a superior professional en- 
vironment. To learn more about these and other 
career opportunities, write to: 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES = SSS 7 Manager, Personnel Resources ee tT i Design 
I | ‘ a TB. i es eo. ee Electronics + SpaceDivision 

es, yemete hoaly ss MM EMERSON ELEcTRIC _@O Failure Analysis es 8100 W. Florissant 
) Oo. __|_[Onties Station 2627 

oS Electronic Systems ey St. Louis, MO 63136 
eo : T | | | Product Assurance 
i eo. e Logistics 

=== 
eo. in Computer Applications — ——_ 

ee | it Planning 
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The catcher in the rye 
. ee . . 99 

review of “Ethics on Trial 
y Dave Barnas 

tudent chapters of professional Background nearly $100,000 through 

gineering societies continue to When applying for membership fraudulent billing procedures. 

rive at the UW. Over the past to the ASCE, an engineer volun- . 
lew years membership in most tarily agrees to adhere to the The Trial . 

hapters has remained steady if society’s Code of Ethics. Further- Mr. Camper discovered he was 

ot increased. A major reason is mre, he agrees to enforce those being investigated and stopped 

e variety of benefits membership ethics. Enforcement is a process payment of the last kickback, 

bffers. These societies arrange in- requiring raw courage. It means nearly three years after the first — 

ustrial field trips, engineering having the steadfastness to step payment. He cooperated fully with 

rojects, guest lectures, student forward to say something is the federal attorney who was in- 

arties, and several other events. wrong. Can one recognize when a vestigating the situation. He was 

he ASCE student chapter recent- wrong or immoral act is taking issued a subpoena by a grand jury 

viewed a special film presenta- place? Let’s investigate your in- and subsequently was granted im- 

ion produced and provided by the _tuitive answers by examining the munity by a federal judge. 

rofessional, parent organization. case history of one Marvin Camper was fully acquitted of any 

ave Barnas, a sophomore in Camper — a fictitious name, but federal offense by cooperating and 

ivil and Environmental Engineer- aq real story. entering a plea of nonself- 

2, provides the meeting's I eae Bas a8 

ighlights. i e then faced his peers on a 

as The Case History professional level — the ASCE 

Marvin Camper, age 32, was a board, consisting of a president, 
“Ethics on Trial” is a film of a partner in an engineering firm that secretary, and 29 officers, who 

ock trial conducted by the was just two years old. It was just conducted the trial. 

merican Society of Civil one infant in a huge nursery full Two fundamental principles, 

ngineers (ASCE). The trial of firms. In order to build up his since rewritten and revised, were 

lhown in the film is based on an repertoire and establish business violated by Mr. Camper. One 

ctual case history. The film was relations, he needed to acquire dealt with Camper’s collaboration 

lhown recently to nearly fifty some new contracts or he would on extortion payments. The other 

embers of the student chapter of be forced to fire some of his concerned unethical conduct be- 

e ASCE. employees. fitting an engineer. The prosecu- 

The trial involved a little more Through a partner, Mr. Camper tion presented, very eloquently, a 

an the average stress-strain was introduced to Mr. Riley, the succinct description of the scheme 

roblem. It demonstrated the county engineer. Mr. Riley and extortion payments. It con- 

ressures of extortion. The facts, solicited a 25% cash kickback tended that Mr. Camper should 

s presented in the mock trial, ap- from Mr. Camper in exchange for be held in violation of the two 

eared cut and dried. There was granting the contract to Camper’s principles. (Writer’s Note: Stop now 

o question that an unethical act firm. Under the advice of an older —_ and review the Code of Ethics in 

ad been committed. The film but not wiser counsel, Mr. conjunction with your major 

rovided ample opportunity for Camper agreed to pay the course of study.) 

udents to contemplate their own kickback with the idea of improv- In his defense, Mr. Camper 

ture concerns. It also showed ing his business. By the time the made no denial of the extortion 

ow a professional society can ex- federal authorities made their in- payments. He made no plea for le- 

rcise control over its members. vestigation, Mr. Riley had received _ niency by the board. However, he 
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walked a tight rope by arguing ———— 
that he had not offered the a rt—“—___ 
kickback but had simply conform- oe N = 
ed to a request. Furthermore, he fa oe _ — 
reasoned that although he was y <— -.rtr”r—~—~— 
guilty of committing a moral of- Lg. 00 rr 
fense, he was innocent of any ‘a a _ 
wrongdoing. He listed his civic in- es ae : 
volvements as evidence of his X oo Cf 
good character. He pointed out ‘ 7 
his membership in the Society of _ 
Municipal Engineers, Transporta- ie 
tion Enginerers, U.S. Army Corps ‘° 
of Engineers, and Chamber of a 
Commerce. He used his family , 
and church participation as the ic- : 
ing on the cake. i j 

Should one hastily made decision ‘ f 
in one’s youth destroy a man for 
life? He claimed that the pressures : 
of being in a management position i . 
caused him to make the wrong hs 

decision. Z = 

Insight During Questioning yp 4, _ 
The ASCE board badgered this a ‘ , 7 

man with penetrating questions. - 4 2 ee . 
He revealed that busines had gone i pe “i Hey 
from 40 to 3 employees. He had - to — : 
not been awarded any government Fe Ne ee 
projects since the investigation. _ = — 
His capital losses amounted to _ — = ee 
nearly $400,000. He signed new _ st 
contracts for extortion payments _ _ = 
each year. a _. 

Camper admitted his wrong- ee iii 
doings, volunteered his time to A guest speaker addresses the ASCE student chapter. 
help others, and requested non- 

expulsion from the ASCE. The guilty of violating both principles He suggested approaching the pro 
board had three choices: repri- and deliberated giving Camper a per authorities when faced with a 
mand, suspension, or expulsion. three year suspension. His similar dilemma. A confidential 

. . statements concerning his basic Ethical Society Service has been 
Student Discussion misinterpretation of the ethics established through ASCE to help 

At this point, the film was proved disastrous. He seemed to in such matters. 
stopped and the floor opened for have learned his lesson through a Mr. Kammerer was afforded th 
discussion by the students at the financial loss, but this realization opportunity to resume his practic 
ASCE meeting. Suggestions in- should have occurred before he after a two year suspension. His 
cluded lynching, making an exam- put a black mark on the integrity suspension was reduced one year, 
ple of Mr. Camper, and throwing of the profession. in return for his participation in 
the book at him. The student vote The title “Catcher in the Rye” the film. Engineers are said to be 
on the course of action was refers to the fact that in the film wise men. For future wise men 
roughly: 15% for reprimand, 35% Marvin Camper was played by the and women, this case history of- 
for suspension, and 50% for ex- actual offender, Mr. Kammerer. fers a special message — anyone 
pulsion. Quite a bloodthirsty He encouraged engineers seeing can learn from experience. The 
crowd was in attendance. the film to learn from his mistakes wise man learns from someone 

The board found Mr. Camper and to heed the Code of Ethcs. else’s experience. 1 
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Pi if [ I [ cture yourselt in electronics... 
at Kodak. 

It can be an exciting picture for a new You may work on designing products, 
engineer or science graduate. Because developing components that go into prod- 
Kodak is rapidly accelerating into the elec- ucts, or creating equipment to manufac- 
tronic technology of tomorrow. We need ture components and products. 
bright ideas and fast thinking to help us If you're interested in a career in elec- 
apply this technology to the more than tronics and have a degree with course work 
30,000 products Kodak markets. to match your interest, we look forward to 

That leaves no time for leisurely appren- discussing the diversity and opportunities 
ticeships. You could find yourself immedi- youcan enjoy with us. See a Kodak campus 
ately in projects involving microprocessors, recruiter, or send your 
microprocessor controlled servo systems, resume to 
laser writing, digital data processing, an- Personnel Resources, 
alog signal processing, input/output inter- Eastman Kodak Company, 
facing, opto-electronics, or experiment Rochester, NY 14650. 
monitoring and control equipment. 

An equal-opportunity employer (f/m) manufacturing photographic products, fibers, plastics, and chemicals with plants in Rochester, N.Y.; 
Kingsport, Tenn.; Windsor, Colo.; Longview, Tex.; Columbia, S.C.; Batesville, Ark.; and sales offices throughout the U.S.A



This electric car is plugged into he el IS D op 
the electronics revolution. 

The electric car you see here is one of a pair of braking power to the wheels and producing current 
experimental vehicles GE is developing for the De- to partially recharge the batteries. 

partment of Energy. What's coming down the road after this 
With a projected range of 100 miles at a con- advanced vehicle? GE engineers are developing one 

stant 45 mph, it’s so much better than previous that’s even more advanced. It’s a hybrid that will 
models that there's hardly any coon burn far less fuel than an all-petroleum-powered car 

What's made this big difference is elec- and have even greater range and power than the 
tronics. A GE-designed microcomputer manages all-electric. It too will feature microelectronic con- 
energy flow throughout the propulsion system, regu- _ trols...but of even greater sophistication. 
lating power demand to extend the car’s range. Looking for new and practical solutions to 

The power-conditioning transportation problems is just one example of 
LS es unit contains another major GE research in progress at GE. We're constantly inves- 
sé. X32 innovation: special high-power tigating new technologies, new materials and in- 
as transistors. novative applications for existing technologies — in 
a They're the world’s most such areas as energy sources, motors and drives, 
ioap Ages: efficient nighspower transistors, aerospace systems. 
a0 << capable of switching 400 volts and This takes talent — engineering talent — not 
Eee 350 amps on or off in less than a mil- just in research and development, but in design and 
~~ lionth of a second. Yet the silicon manufacturing, application andsales. 

chip that contains them is less than half the size of a 
postage stamp! , If you are interested in engineering opportunities . a high-power transistors have three] at ‘GE, check your Placement Office or write to: important functions. Engineering, Bldg. 36, General Electric, Schenectady, They regulate the speed, torque and accelera- | New York 12345. 
tion of the car’s DC motor. eee 

Their high-frequency characteristics also make 
them ideal as components for the car’s over- 
night charging system. Progress for People. 

Finally, the transistors play a big role in the @ 
car's regenerative braking system. They help change GENERAL , ELECTRIC 
the motor automatically into a generator, supplying An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Nonprofit Organization 
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